One of the issues in software evolution is debugging. 
Introduction
Software evolution generally means that software can change its structure and functions to tolerate changes of its specification and operating environment in which it is used [1] . Software is often modified to reflect new functionality with the changes of its specification. In the modification, several bugs are usually injected and so debugging is an important task in software evolution. However, debugging large and complex software systems evolved requires a lot of effort since it is very difficult to localize and identify faults. Therefore, reducing the effort of debugging process is an important step towards efficient software evolution.
Program slicing is a very promising approach to localize faults efficiently in a program [19] . By definition, program slicing is a technique which extracts all statements that may possibly affect a certain set of variables in a program. The set of all extracted statements is called a program slice. In this paper, we label a program slice simply as a slice.
In recent software development, a programmer uses not only procedural languages like C and Pascal but also Object-Oriented languages like Java [9] and C++ [10] . Since Object-Oriented languages include new concepts such as class, inheritance, dynamic binding and polymorphism [11] , Object-Oriented programs have many dynamically-determined elements. In the slice calculation process, observing program execution, and using information about statements actually executed is effective. Dependence-Cache (DC) slicing has been proposed for use in a dynamic data dependence analysis and a static control dependence analysis to calculate accurate slices with lightweight costs [3, 16] . Ohata et al., for example, extends the DC slicing method for Object-Oriented languages [14] .
In the process of DC slice calculation of Java languages, how to analyze dynamic data dependence is an important issue. An analyzer implements a function that observes a target program to track and to collect information about dynamic data dependence. In past research, such a function has not been encapsulated in a single module. Instead, the function has been implemented as a pre-processor, which inserts analysis operations in the target program code [14] , or as a customized Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [4] . In implementing and maintaining the rules of conversion, however, the former approach is difficult, and the latter approach is expensive because JVM must be re-customized when new versions are released.
On the other hand, Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) proposes a new module unit, or aspect, for encapsulating crosscutting concerns, such as logging and synchronization [2] . Since such concerns crosscut objects, program codes implementing such concern must be distributed among objects in Object-Oriented Programming. In AOP, one concern can be written in a single aspect.
AOP appears usable and useful, but actual examples that show the usefulness of applying AOP to program development are few. One useful application of AOP is to modularize the program's ability for collecting dynamic information for program analysis. Dynamic information, in short, is a series of program executions and is useful to analyse dynamic data dependence for DC slice calculation [3] .
In this paper, we introduce an AOP for encapsulating dynamic program analysis into an aspect and for achieving a cost-effective DC slice calculation. We implement a DC slice calculation system using AspectJ [17] , and conduct an experiment to evaluate the usefulness of our approach compared to a customized JVM approach. As a result, we confirm that the AOP approach can greatly reduce the cost needed for calculating DC slices, and we achieve a practical precision for the slice.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we describe the DC slicing. In Section 3, we present a briefly overview of Aspect-Oriented Programming and our approach to DC slice calculation using AOP. In Section 4, we describe the implementation of DC slicing tool. In Section 5, we evaluate the proposed method and compare our method to the customized JVM approach and discuss experimental results. In Section 6, we conclude our discussion with remarks regarding plans for future work.
Program Slicing
Program slicing is a promising approach for program debugging, testing, and understanding [19] . Given a source program p, a program slice is a collection of statements possibly affecting the value of slicing criterion (in the pair <s, v>, s is a statement in p, and v is a variable defined or referred to at s).
Although many slice calculation algorithms have already been proposed, we use a program dependence graph (PDG) in this research [7] .
Program Dependence Graph
A PDG is a directed graph whose nodes represent statements in a source program, and whose edges denote dependence relations (data dependence or control dependence) between statements. An edge drawn from node V s to node V t represents "node V t , which depends on node V s ". PDG also includes special nodes which represent method call and parameter passing [8] .
Control dependence and data dependence are defined as follows. We can obtain sufficient information about control dependence from static analysis (from only source code). However, in static analysis, information about data dependence contains a redundant part because we analyze all execution paths, including paths which may be never executed. If we use program slicing for debugging and program understanding, analyzing detailed information about one program execution path with a specific input is effective. Dependence Cache (DC) slicing has been proposed to realize such a requirement [3, 14, 16] .
Control Dependence (CD)
In DC slice calculation, the data dependence analysis is performed during program execution, and the information of dynamically determined elements is collected. Control dependence is analyzed statically from the source code since a high cost is needed to analyze control dependence during program execution. DC slicing requires a reasonable cost for the calculation of practical programs [3, 14, 16] . Table. The following shows the extraction algorithm for dynamic DD relations.
Dynamic Data DependenceAnalysis in DC Slice Calculation
Step 1: We create a cache C(v) for each variable v in a source program. C(v) represents the statement which most recently defined v.
Step 2: We execute a source program and conduct the following processes on each execution point. In executing statement s,
• when variable v is referred to, we draw a DD edge from the node corresponding to C(v) to the node corresponding to s about v, or • when variable v is defined, we update C(v) to s.
For example, Figure 1 is a program using an array. Table  1 shows the transition of cache C(v) of each variable v at each statement when the program is executed with input c = 0. 
Figure 1. Example program using array
The table becomes 
Dynamic Analysis Using Aspect-Oriented Programming for Software Evolution
The DC slice calculation requires dynamic program information. Although various ways exist in implementing the dynamic analysis, each way requires a high cost in implementation or in runtime.
Aspect-Oriented Programming
The goal of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is to separate concerns in software. While the hierarchical modularity of object-oriented languages are extremely useful, they are inherently unable to modularize crosscutting concerns, such as logging and synchronization. AOP provides language mechanisms that explicitly capture the crosscutting structure. Encapsulating the crosscutting concern as a module unit aspect, which is easier to develop, maintain and reuse is possible. Aspects separated from an object-oriented AspectJ is an aspect weaver for Java. AspectJ provides language constructs to write aspects. Join points are welldefined points in the execution of the program. The programmer chooses collections of join points as pointcuts, and defines a method-like construct named advice, which is an additional behavior at the join points. Examples of join points which programmer can use are shown in Table  2 . Advice can be united by three types of forms, before (immediately before join points), after (immediately after), and around (before and behind).
AspectJ is an Aspect Weaver, which composes objects and aspects at source code level. AspectJ generates normal Java code, which includes aspects. Since AspectJ knows where an aspect is built in, AspectJ can generate codes accessing the information of source codes as the context of an aspect, e.g. the join points' position in the source code, and in the signature of methods.
Example of an Aspect
Here, an aspect which records dynamic bindings is shown in Figure 3 , as an example of the aspect. This code records how dynamic bindings are resolved. In actuality, whenever a method is called, it records a signature of the method to be invoked and actually executed.
On one hand, if the aspect is not available, we have to insert code which records method invocation to the overall the program. On the other hand, since we can use a character "*" for pattern matching with a class name or a method name in AspectJ, an aspect becomes a small and simple module. Also, extra codes do not have to be written in objects. We can reuse the aspect and the objects independently.
Dynamic Analysis of Program Execution
The analysis of dynamic information from program execution is a technology required for both program slice calculation and the measurement of dynamic software metrics.
In the past, the following methods of dynamic analysis have been used for Java programs:
(a) Using a preprocessor to insert analysis operations into the target program [14] .
(b) Using Java Virtual Machine Profiler Interface (JVMPI) to collect dynamic information [15] .
(c) Using Java Debugger Interface (JDI) [12] to collect dynamic information.
(d) Using customized Java Virtual Machine for dynamic analysis [4] .
In method (a), the preprocessor and conversion rules on an abstract syntax tree are made to insert operations for analysis in the target program. However, making generic conversion rules because of complex language factors, such Figure 3 . The aspect which records dynamic bindings as multi-threading and exception handling is difficult. Problems of maintainability and reusability of a preprocessor exist, as well as conflict with other preprocessors. Therefore, implementing and maintaining the preprocessor is costly.
In (b), JVMPI is used to observe program execution. JVMPI is an interface of JVM used for profiling the CPU and for memory usage. JVM makes it possible to collect detailed events on program execution (e.g. method call, thread control, memory allocation and garbage collection). However, an overhead that JVM generates the events is expensive. Also, an analyzer using JVMPI must process events which are asynchronously generated. When an analyzer causes an error, both the analyzer and the JVM are aborted. Therefore, debugging the analyzer itself is difficult.
In (c), JDI is used to observe program execution. JDI is an interface with libraries used to implement a debugger. A program using JDI communicates with the Java Virtual Machine Debugger Interface (JVMDI) of JVM, which executes a program being debugged. JVMDI is a similar interface to JVMPI. A debugger program can set breakpoints, receive events such as field accesses and method calls, and receive stack frame information at each breakpoint. However, a debugger communicates with a target JVM by a socket, and frequently blocks the execution of a program to get information from the JVM. Consequently, JDI requires a high runtime cost. Although using JVMDI directly is possible, similar problems to the JVMPI approach arise.
(d) is a method that customizes JVM to observe and analyze program execution. An advantage of this method is that JVM can access all information in a Java runtime environment. However, JVM customization depends on its implementation. Whenever a new version of JVM is released, it must be re-customized.
Also, in (b), (c) and (d), the program has to be analyzed at the Java bytecode level. On one hand, therefore, a bytecode optimization by a Just In Time (JIT) compiler usually affects the analysis result.
On the other hand, in the AOP approach, a dynamic analysis aspect can be composed by join points, which is more abstract than syntactic tree conversion rules. The aspect approach achieves good modularity, maintainability and reusability. The approach also achieves complex handling of control elements, such as multi-threading and exception in a well-organized way. Moreover, AspectJ composes the source codes of objects and aspects, and does not depend on implementation of a specific JVM. Since a program linked to the aspect becomes a standard Java program, debugging the aspect using a small test program and a debugger for Java is easy.
Dynamic Analysis Using AspectJ
In AspectJ, an aspect can access contextual information, e.g., a position of a join point, the signature of a method being called or the field being accessed. The dynamic analysis aspect can be written using this feature of AspectJ.
An algorithm of the data dependence analysis and polymorphism resolution using AspectJ can be described as follows .
• Data Dependence Analysis
When new value is set to a field: The aspect logs a signature of the field, and the position of the assignment statement.
When a field is referred to:
The aspect receives the statement information of the last assignment to a field, and logs a data dependence relation from the assignment to the reference.
• Polymorphism Resolution
When a method is called (before call):
The aspect pushes the method signature and the position of calling into a call stack prepared for each thread of control.
When a method is invoked (before execution):
The aspect checks the top of the call stack, 
After a method call:
The aspect removes the top of the call stack.
When an exception is thrown:
A piece of code where the dynamic data dependence analysis is implemented is shown in Figure 4 . A polymorphism resolution is a multi-threaded extension of the code, as shown in Figure 3 .
The dynamic analysis aspect uses a wildcard of AspectJ to analyze all assignments and references of a field. In this implementation, we can add the aspect into the target program without any changes of the aspect. and the data flow are modified. However, since the aspect only reads data of the program without modifying such data, the data flow is not affected. Also, the aspect handles objects using weak reference so as not to affect the lifetime of objects. On one hand, weak reference is an available mechanism in Java, which does not prevent the weak-referenced object from being collected as garbage. On the other hand, since the control flow that is simply modified by the aspect may cause an infinite loop, an effort which prevents causing a loop is required. We will discuss this issue in Section 4.4.
Implementation

DC Slicing Tool
We have implemented a dynamic analysis module using AspectJ, and have then developed a DC slice calculation system for Java. Figure 5 illustrates the system overview.
Using this system, a user can calculate a DC slice by the following steps:
Step 1: The AspectJ compiler compiles the target Java program and the dynamic analysis aspect.
Step 2: The program is executed as usual in a Java program. The dynamic analysis aspect in the program generates a file containing dynamic information of the program execution.
Step 3: The DC slice calculation tool is executed with the source code of the target program and a dynamic information file which is generated by Step 2. The tool extracts static information from the source code, constructs PDG, and then opens a window of a source code viewer.
Step 4: The slice criterion is specified and the DC slice is viewed via a graphical user interface.
Static Analysis Supplement
In AOP, an aspect may be limited by usable join points and by the applicable operation to the join points. The join points of AspectJ do not include local control structures (e.g. if, while, for statements), nor does AspectJ allow access to local variables. Because such join points are fine grained, such join points require remarkable implementation cost, and such join points are rarely required.
Although the usual dynamic analysis requires the observation of the behavior of all variables and control structures, we cannot implement the proper dynamic analysis in AspectJ. Instead, we statically collect information about local variables and control structures for the compensation. This approach seems sufficient because the data dependence of local variables and the execution paths of local control structures are limited, and they are only affected slightly from dynamically determined elements in OOP. In section 5.2, we will discuss this issue based on the result of experimental evaluation.
Analysis of Libraries
Since AspectJ links the aspects to a target source code, AspectJ cannot link them into library classes. In this case, the library classes indicate reusable components which are not included as source codes.
In this research, libraries are excluded from analysis for the following reasons:
Library classes are reliable. Since library classes are repeatedly reused, it can be assumed that defects in the libraries are already removed. Therefore, we do not need to conduct a detailed analysis into the library classes.
Amount of code of library is numerous. The cost of the dynamic analysis of libraries is generally higher than for the main program.
When a program uses callback from the library, a hidden dependence via the library might be caused. This dependence can be extracted by the dependence analysis at bytecode level [4] .
However, even if we use the bytecode analysis, a dependence analysis to important objects, such as file I/O and basic data structures, cannot be done because of the limitations in the Java language described in Section 4.4. Therefore, we cope with the problem by using static analysis.
When a program calls a method in a library, the aspect receives only information from the caller method. Next, the aspect extracts a virtual data dependence relation between a call statement and a return value. We assume that a return value of the called method is usually affected by Figure 6 . An example of a loop caused by an aspect the parameters of a call. Also, if another method is called from a library, the aspect receives only information of the called method. Next, the aspect extracts a virtual control dependence relation between the last call to a library and the called method.
Loop Caused by Aspect
Although AspectJ has an advantage that allows programmers to write aspects in Java easily, AspectJ causes dependences from the dynamic analysis aspect to classes used to collect and log information. Therefore, if the aspect is built into such classes, the aspect and classes might cause a loop.
The example of such a loop is shown in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 , the aspect operates by corresponding to a method call Foo.getX. The aspect calls Foo.hashCode to get the hash code of the object, and calling Foo.getX occurs in Foo.hashCode. Solving the problem that the aspect and classes cause a loop is not possible in Java language. Only the approach such as the customized JVM approach can solve this problem.
Since we have implemented the data analysis module using a Java standard library, a loop might be caused if the target program has the methods called from a standard library. Since we use only a hash table and an output stream in a standard library, two methods are called from the library. One method is Object.toString, which is a method that converts an object into a character string to make data readable. Another method is Object.hashCode, which is a method that calculates the hash code for fast access to data structures. Avoiding the loop is possible by not joining the aspect to their methods. This implementation causes a decrease in the completeness of the information, but we consider that this incompleteness does not influence practical use because these methods are only used to store objects to a certain data structures, such as the hash table, and these methods are usually independent on the other part of the program. 
Experimental Evaluation
Overview
In order to evaluate the proposed DC slice system, we have compared the DC slice system to the system developed using the customized JVM approach [4] from the viewpoint of cost and module size necessary for dynamic analysis. Since a customized JVM analyzes Java bytecodes, the JVM extracts data dependencies even in the libraries.
In the evaluation, we have used the programs shown in Table 3 as the input of the systems. P1 is a simple database program which contains few elements of the object-oriented language. P2 is a program which uses polymorphism to switch sorting algorithms. P3 is the DC calculation system presented in this paper. The calculation system includes many features of Java, such as polymorphism, classes and package hierarchies, exception handling, and interactive user interfaces.
We have executed each program once with certain input data, and calculated the DC slice for arbitrary slice criterion.
In Section 5.2, we evaluate and discuss DC slice size. In Section 5.3 and 5.4 we also discuss time cost and module size necessary for DC slice calculation.
Resulting Slice Size
Here, we compare the two slicing tools from the viewpoint of resulting slice size. Table 4 shows the size of DC slice for slice criterion S1 in P1, S2 in P2, and S3 in P3. Since each program outputs a set of data to file or GUI, the slice criterion is chosen from the variables referred at an output statement.
The DC slices calculated by both systems included the correct DC slice that is obtained manually. Redundant statements, however, were included. We may conclude that the difference of the slice size shows the difference of correctness.
With respect to the redundant statements, in our approach, we have to statically analyze the target program to collect information about local variables and local control structures. Therefore, statements which are possibly dependent but are actually non-dependent may be included in the slice result. For example, assume that there are some conditional clauses in the program and one of them is not executed because the corresponding conditional predicate is not satisfied. Then, the statements in the conditional clause, which were not executed may be included in our approach, but not included in customized JVM approach.
On one hand, for the program P1 with a slicing criterion S1, the DC slice sizes of the customized JVM approach was 29 lines of code (LOC) and the size of our approach was 36 LOC, respectively. No substantial difference exists because the program size of P1 is small and does not include the characteristics of an object-oriented program.
On the other hand, for the program P2 with a slicing criterion S2, the size of our approach became about twice the size of the customized JVM approach. Program P2 is small but contains several methods which use many local variables and nested control structures.
The difference is not huge for a program P3 with a slicing criterion S3, although the size of P3 is much larger than the other programs, P1 and P2. Program P3 is skillfully decomposed into modules with proper sizes, and each method has a few local variables and simple control structures.
As we expected, the result shows that the size of the DC slice of our approach is larger than the slice of the customized JVM approach for programs that include many local variables and local control structures. However, for the size of the target program (especially P3), the difference of the resulting slice size between the two approach is insignificant. Therefore, we believe that our approach is effective for the large scale programs.
Even if statements never executed are included in a slice using static information, no dynamic information, such as a method call and a field reference exist. Since their statements have no inter-method dependence relations, the difference of slice size is limited. In the future, we hope to treat the issue by asking how such a difference affects a task of developers.
Removing never executed statements from a slice using the information of a control flow is our future work.
Analysis Cost
Here, we evaluate the time necessary for calculating the DC slice. Table 5 shows the time needed to execute the Java program with a normal JVM, with a customized JVM, and the program aspect which has been inserted with a normal JVM (our approach) for the same input. These values are measured in a JIT disabled environment. The execution time with enabled JIT is shown in Table 6 .
In general, our approach shows good performance when compared with the customized JVM approach. We believe that the cost of a dynamic analysis of the local variables is very expensive, because of infrequent use of the library in P1 and P2. Moreover, in P3, analyzing internal processing in the library required further cost. As program size becomes larger, analysis cost must increase further because more libraries are used.
Our aspect approach has the advantage that we can use a JIT compiler to improve performance. In small programs such as P1 and P2, performance of the program without optimization by JIT compiler is better, because the optimization is not effective in this case. However, in a practicallylarge scale program like P3, the JIT compiler is very effective to improve performance. Although the effect of the JIT compiler is unequal in runtime environment, this effect has experimentally been shown that JIT makes a crucial difference on system performance [13] . Improving performance is paramount because a program is executed repeatedly in the debugging process.
Effort to Implement the Slicing Tool
In this section, we examine the effort of implementing the slice tool.
A dynamic analysis module implemented as an aspect reached about 400 LOC. The total DC slice calculation tool reached about 16,000 LOC in Java.
In our approach, the aspect can be described at a highly abstracted level and has good readability compared with the pre-processor approach. Moreover, because the aspect is small and simple, the programmer (user) can easily switch to other implementation to adapt each runtime environment.
On the other hand, in the customized JVM approach, it was necessary to add about 16,000 lines of code to the JVM and Java compiler, which consists of about 500,000 LOC [5] . The additional codes consist of two parts, dynamic data analysis and source analysis. The dynamic data analysis handles local variables that the aspect does not handle. The source analysis extracts a map between source codes and byte codes. This map is needed for mapping a slice to source codes.
Furthermore, the overall program must be re-customized when the original JVM is updated. Therefore, keeping the customized JVM consistent with the original JVM is unrealistic. Our aspect approach, which uses the aspect written once, is applicable to any platform where the aspect weaver is available. Since AspectJ is written in Java, the aspects achieve good reusability, much cheaper to implement than the customized JVM approach.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have examined an application of the aspect-oriented programming to collect dynamic information in program slicing calculation. Through the implementation of a dynamic program analysis module in AOP, we have developed a DC slice calculation system and evaluated its usefulness.
Since we make pointcuts of the aspect in a generic form, the dynamic data dependence analysis aspect can be woven into various object-oriented programs without changes. Therefore, we improve maintainability and reusability of the module.
In our research, we have chosen AspectJ to implement the module. AspectJ has a restriction that does not allow us to analyze local variables and local control structures. However, compared with the customized JVM approach, we achieved cost reduction and maintainability improvement with a larger slice. Moreover, our aspect approach is not dependent on a Java-specific factor. Our method also allows possible implementation dynamic analysis using an appropriate aspect weaver for other languages.
In future work, we would like to evaluate our slicing system for large programs. We will also examine how dynamic information about local variables and local control structures affects a slice size and how such a difference affects a debugging task. Finally, we plan to examine the applicability of Aspect-Oriented Programming to other application in software development.
